
Compact corporate 2 
For companies with  

more pictures
Pictures don’t change

Text area changes when 
link is clicked

Compact corporate 1
For companies with  

less pictures
Pictures don’t change

Text area changes 
when link is clicked

Big picture corporate 
Picture and text change 

with each link click

Retailer 1
For sales offers with  

a price leaderand other 
products

Pop-up text area 
appears when link is 

clicked

Logo area

Background colour or texture

Link

Picture

Picture background

Text area

Rotating gallery

Scroll

Two scroll together

Pop-up area

Switched on      thinking.
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* Compact sites are designed to 
show the site in one screen with no 
down-scrolling on the main area. 
They are also designed to fit regular 
tablets.



Logo area

Background colour or texture

Link

Picture

Picture background

Text area

Rotating gallery

Scroll

Two scroll together

Pop-up area

Switched on      thinking.

Baseline compact websites

Retailer 2
For sales offers  
without a price 

leader
Pop-up area appears 

when link is clicked

Active lifestyle
For restaurants, 

lodges,& specialist 
tour companies

Large picture gallery 
with continuously 
rotating pictures.

Pop-up area appears 
when link is clicked

Running gallery
For companies that 

need a pictorial 
showcase

Strip picture gallery 
with continuously 
rotating pictures.

Text area changes 
when link is clicked

Newsy
Suitable for events 

and company news
Text area changes 

when link is clicked
When a section of 

headline text in left 
column is clicked, 

text and photo
in right column 

changes
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* Compact sites are designed to 
show the site in one screen with no 
down-scrolling on the main area. 
They are also designed to fit regular 
tablets.


